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Effective Knowledge Transfer in Multinational CorporationsPalgrave Macmillan, 2005
Those who have really enabled this research – and will, I hope, also benefit from its outcome at one point or other – are the managers who participated in the study. I hope my lengthy questionnaire and my numerous follow-up calls have not discouraged them to support further empirical studies. Special thanks go to my advisers, Professors...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Administration with Windows PowerShell (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Secure, reliable, and scalable, SQL Server 2008 delivers a dynamic, smart, and productive data platform for all your data-related needs and offers many new features that will change how you administer a database server. Among these new features is the ability to use Windows PowerShell 2.0 scripts to automate and manage various aspects of the...
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Build a Website for Free (2nd Edition)Que, 2010

	Build yourself a state-of-the-art website.


	It’s incredibly easy...and it won’t cost you a dime!


	 


	You need a website. But you don’t need the hassles that usually go with building one or the...
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Private Cloud Computing: Consolidation, Virtualization, and Service-Oriented InfrastructureMorgan Kaufmann, 2011


	Is “provisioning a web server in 5 minutes for $5” the most

	interesting thing about the cloud?





	Those responsible for IT in their enterprise are quickly

	discovering that the cloud is a game-changing trend that

	offers a completely new methodology for service provision.

	The cloud not only lets you cut...
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Practical Salesforce.com Development Without Code: Customizing Salesforce on the Force.com PlatformApress, 2014

	Are you facing a challenging Salesforce.com problem--say, relating to automation, configuration, formulation, or reporting--that you can't quite crack? Or maybe you are hoping to infuse some creativity into your solution design strategy to solve problems faster or make solutions more efficient? Practical Salesforce.com Development...
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Cornea and External Eye Disease: Corneal Allotransplantation, Allergic Disease and Trachoma (Essentials in Ophthalmology)Springer, 2008

	The second volume covers a broad range of conjunctival

	and corneal diseases, again with particular

	emphasis being placed on problem management.





	Various new surgical approaches are currently

	being evaluated in the clinical setting, an example

	of which is posterior lamellar keratoplasty in

	Fuchs endothelial...
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Tidal Power: Harnessing Energy from Water CurrentsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	As the global supply of conventional energy sources, such as fossil fuels, dwindles and becomes more and more expensive, unconventional and renewable sources of energy, such as power generation from water sources, is becoming more and more important.  Hydropower has been around for decades, but this book suggests new methods that are...
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Mobile Security: How to Secure, Privatize, and Recover Your DevicesPackt Publishing, 2013

	Mobile phones and tablets enhance our lives, but they also make you and your family vulnerable to cyber-attacks or theft. This clever guide will help you secure your devices and know what to do if the worst happens.


	Overview

	
		Learn how mobile devices are monitored and the impact of cloud computing

...
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Practice of Geriatrics, 4eSaunders, 2007

	The geriatric population is expected to double by 2020. The new fourth edition of Practice of Geriatrics will equip you with the knowledge you need to provide effective care for this growing patient population. With revised and up-to-date content throughout, this essential reference will keep you abreast of the latest clinical protocols and...
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Behavioral Medicine:  A Guide for Clinical Practice, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	5 STAR DOODY'S REVIEW!

	"This is an extraordinarily thorough, useful book. It manages to summarize numerous topics, many of which are not a part of a traditional medical curriculum, in concise, relevant chapters. Physicians who do not understand the dynamics behind the doctor-patient relationship usually end up being...
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Programming with Microsoft Visual Basic 2012Cengage Learning, 2013

	PROGRAMMING WITH MICROSOFT VISUAL BASIC 2012, 6E by best-selling author Diane Zak is the ideal choice for your introduction to programming. Readers learn to master the basics of effective programming as they work through a wealth of hands-on applications in this book's engaging real-world setting. Numerous learning features address...
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Full Stack JavaScript: Learn Backbone.js, Node.js, and MongoDBApress, 2018

	
		
			Learn agile JavaScript web development using the latest cutting-edge front-end and back-end technologies including Node.js, MongoDB, Backbone.js, Parse.com, Heroku, and Microsoft Azure. Using a key project example of a message board app, you will learn the foundations of a typical web application: fetching data, displaying...
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